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Abstract
Let R be a valuation domain. Several characterizations are obtained of torsion-free R-modules
having nite balanced-projective dimension (bpd) by using the new concept of an n-balanced
submodule and a special pull-back diagram. Noteworthy among the various results are: For
torsion-free R-modules M , bpd(M)  pd(M), where pd(M) denotes the projective dimension
of M . If M is a torsion-free R-module which is not balanced-projective, then bpd(M)=pd(M=B)
for any basic submodule of M . c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 13F30; 13D05; 16E10; secondary 16D40; 18G20
1. Introduction
In this paper we initiate an investigation of the concept of the balanced-projective di-
mension of modules over an integral domain D. The torsion-free balanced-projective D-
modules possess a nice structure theory, being the direct summands of direct sums of
D-modules of rank one. Our focus is on the torsion-free D-modules whose balanced-
projective dimension (for short, bpd) is nite. We introduce the concept of an n-
balanced submodule which, along with the notion of a pure-essential submodule, plays
a fundamental role in our investigation. The n-balanced submodules give rise to a
relative homological algebra while the pure-essential submodules help us to construct
balanced extensions and a very special pull-back diagram. This pull-back diagram turns
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out to be an eective tool in uncovering interesting relations between the projective
and the balanced-projective dimensions of torsion-free modules over valuation domains.
Our results demonstrate how some of the recent ideas and techniques developed in the
theory of abelian groups particularly in the study of innite rank Butler groups done by
Fuchs [5], Albrecht and Hill [1], can be successfully applied in the study of torsion-free
modules over a valuation domain R. Of course, one has to modify the approach sig-
nicantly since R is not noetherian and its prime ideal spectra can dier dramatically
from that of the ring Z of integers. Nevertheless, these ideas enable us to obtain several
characterizations of torsion-free R-modules with nite bpd. These modules are shown
to possess a special chain of pure submodules called an n-balanced chain (Theorem
4.3) whose members also have the same bpd, thus providing a converse of the balanced
version of the classical Auslander’s lemma on projective dimensions. The n-balanced
chain leads to the existence of a special \tight system" of n-balanced submodules in
R-modules with nite bpd, indicating their rich internal structure. Necessary and su-
cient conditions are given under which a pure submodule of a torsion-free R-module
M with bpd= n  0 will also have the same bpd. Two of our noteworthy results are:
Theorem 4.4. For torsion-free R-modules M; bpd(M)  pd(M) always holds; where
pd(M) denotes the projective dimension of M.
Theorem 3.3. If M is a torsion-free R-module with bpd 6= 0 and B is any of its basic
submodules; then bpd(M)=pd(M=B). Thus pd(M=B) is the same for all the dierent
basic submodules B.
Both these results bring out an interesting interplay between the projective and the
balanced-projective dimensions of torsion-free modules and have already found useful
applications in [8].
Specialization of our work to the case of modules with nite projective dimension
leads to new results. For example, we have (Theorem 4.9): A pure submodule A of a
free R-module F is free if and only if there exists a continuous well-ordered ascending
chain of pure submodules A = A0<A1<   <A <   <A = M where, for each
> 0, A is free and, for each   0, A+1=A is countably generated.
Our results also provide signicant extensions of the work done in [10,11].
2. Preliminaries
Let D be an integral domain with quotient eld Q and let n stand for an integer  0.
The D-modules isomorphic to non-zero submodules of Q are called rank-1 modules.
The direct sums of rank-1 modules are called the completely decomposable modules.
A pure submodule A of a D-module M is said to be pure-essential in M , if A has
the property that A+ J is not pure in M whenever J is a pure submodule of M with
J \ A = 0. A pure-essential completely decomposable submodule B of a torsion-free
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D-module M is called a basic submodule of M . If a D-module M has a generating set
of cardinality at most , then we say that M is -generated. We follow the convention
under which @−1-generated means nitely generated.
An exact sequence of D-modules 0 ! A ! B ! C ! 0 is called balanced if, for
every rank-1 D-module J , the induced homomorphism HomD(J; B) ! HomD(J; C) is
surjective. A submodule A of a D-module B is said to be balanced in B if the exact
sequence 0! A ! B ! B=A ! 0 induced by the inclusion of A in B is balanced. The
balanced short exact sequences form a proper class in the sense of MacLane and so
the functors BextnD can be dened for all non-negative integers n in such a way that
we get the usual long exact sequences. Bext1D is a subfunctor of Ext
1
D consisting of the
balanced extensions.
First observe that every torsion-free D-module M ts into a balanced exact se-
quence 0 ! K ! C ! M ! 0 where C is completely decomposable. Indeed, if we
take C =
Lf(L): LDQD;  2 HomD(L;M)g, then the inclusion maps (L) ! M
induce an epimorphism C ! M with kernel K which is evidently balanced. By the
usual argument one then shows that the balanced-projective torsion-free D-modules are
precisely the direct summands of completely decomposable D-modules. One can also
dene a balanced-projective resolution of a torsion-free D-module M to be a long
exact sequence    ! Cn n−!Cn−1 !    ! C1 1−!C0 0−!M ! 0 where the Ci are
completely decomposable D-modules and, for each i  0, ker i is balanced in Ci.
The balanced-projective dimension of M , in notation bpd(M), is equal to n if n is the
smallest index with Imn balanced-projective; bpd(M)=1 if no such n exists. The
balanced version of Schanuel’s lemma shows that this denition is independent of the
particular choice of the balanced-projective resolutions. Equivalently, bpd(M) = n, if
n is the smallest index such that Bextn+1D (M;−) = 0. The projective dimension of M
is dened analogously and is denoted by pd(M). The classical Auslander’s lemma
and the lemma of Kaplansky on projective dimensions of modules (see [9, Chapter
IV, Section 2]) extend easily to the case of balanced-projective dimensions of torsion-
free D-modules. In particular, suppose 0 ! A ! B ! C ! 0 is a balanced exact
sequence of torsion-free D-modules. If any two of the three modules A; B; C have
nite bpd, then the third one also has nite bpd and bpd(B)  maxfbpd(A); bpd(C)g.
We shall be considering the relative balanced-projective resolution of a torsion-free
D-module M with respect to a pure submodule A. This concept, for abelian groups,
was introduced in [5]: It is a balanced exact sequence of the form 0 ! K ! A 
C
’−!M ! 0, where C is completely decomposable and ’ acts as the identity map
on A. Such resolutions always exist. For example, one can choose C to be a completely
decomposable module for which there is a balanced epimorphism  : C ! M and then
take ’=1A. The choice of C is not unique. However, if 0! K 0 ! AC0 ’
0
−!M ! 0
is another relative balanced-projective resolution of M with respect to A where C0 is
completely decomposable and ’0 is identity on A, then using the balanced version of
Schanuel’s lemma and the fact that ’ and ’0 act as the identity map on A, one could
show that K  C0 = K 0  C. Fuchs [5] used relative balanced-projective resolutions
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with remarkable success in his study of innite rank Butler groups and, as we shall
see, this tool turns out to be equally eective in the study of modules with nite bpd.
A valuation domain R is an integral domain in which all the ideals form a chain
under set inclusion. Such an R is also known as a chain domain. R is, in particu-
lar, a local ring and so, by Kaplansky’s theorem, all the projective R-modules are
free. Moreover, a balanced-projective R-module is completely decomposable (see [9]).
A well-known result on projective dimension (see [9, Chapter IV, Theorem 5.1]) states
that if M is a torsion-free module over a valuation domain R with rank  @n−1 and
pd(M)  n, then M is @n−1-generated. We shall be using the important property
[9, Chapter XIV, Theorem 2.2] that in a free module F over a valuation domain R,
any rank one pure submodule is a direct summand and is cyclic so that any countable
rank pure submodule of F is free and countably generated. A simple induction argu-
ment then shows that if a free R-module F (and therefore, if a torsion-free R-module
M) is @n-generated, then any pure submodule of F (of M) is @n-generated. We refer
the reader to [9] for general notation, terminology and other results on modules over
valuation domains.
3. A special pull-back diagram
Throughout this section R stands for a valuation domain. We introduce a pull-back
diagram that was considered in [10]. It comes in handy when establishing connec-
tions between the projective and the balanced-projective dimensions of torsion-free
R-modules. For instance, we show that if M is a torsion-free R-module which is not
completely decomposable, then bpd(M) = pd(M=B) for any basic submodule B of M .
Another result for a torsion-free R-module M states that bpd(M)  n if and only if
Bextn+1R (M; T ) = 0 for all torsion R-modules T .
Lemma 3.1. Suppose K is a pure submodule of a free R-module F. Then
(i) every projective resolution of K is a balanced-projective resolution.
(ii) pd(K) = bpd(K):
Proof. The statement (i) follows from the fact (see [9, Chapter XIV, Theorem 2.2])
that any rank-one pure submodule of K is a direct summand of F and is isomorphic
to R so that any free (= projective) resolution of K becomes a balanced-projective
resolution.
(ii) It follows from (i) that pd(K)  bpd(K). So pd(K)= bpd(K), if bpd(K)=1.
Suppose bpd(K)=n<1. We apply induction on n. The result holds when n=0, since
K is then a completely decomposable R-module and hence is free by the statement in
the proof of (i). Suppose bpd(K)= n> 1. Consider a free resolution 0 ! L ! F 0 !
K ! 0, where F 0 is a free R-module. By (i), this is a balanced exact sequence and so
bpd(L) = n− 1. By induction, pd(L) = n− 1. This implies that pd(K) = n.
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The next is a useful result of Fuchs and Monari-Martinez:
Lemma 3.2 (Fuchs and Monari-Martinez [7]). Consider a commutative diagram of
R-modules
0 ! K ! P ! M ! 0
k # #
0 ! K ! F ! C ! 0
If C is torsion-free; P is the pull-back of M and F over C and B = ker(M ! C)
is pure-essential in M; then the top row is balanced exact.
A special case of Lemma 3.2 is particularly useful: Write C =M=B and take F to
be a free R-module, so that the bottom row becomes a free resolution of M=B. Then





0 ! K ! P = B F ! M ! 0
k # #




where the middle column splits and P = B F , since F is free.
We shall now derive a series of interesting consequences of the pull-back diagram
(D).
Theorem 3.3. Let M be a torsion-free R-module and B any basic submodule of M
with B 6= M: If M is not a completely decomposable module; then bpd(M)=pd(M=B):
If M is completely decomposable; then pd(M=B) = 1 (while; obviously; bpd(M) = 0):
Proof. Being a basic submodule, B is pure-essential in M . With this B, consider the
diagram (D) for the module M . If M=B were projective, then B would be a direct
summand of M , contradicting the fact that B is pure-essential. So pd(M=B)  1. Then
pd(M=B)=1+pd(K)=1+bpd(K), as K is a pure submodule of the free R-module F
(Lemma 3.1). Now, by Lemma 3.2, the top row in the diagram (D) is balanced exact
and P=BF is completely decomposable. If M is not completely decomposable, then
bpd(M)=1+ bpd(K)=pd(M=B). If M is completely decomposable, then the top row
splits and bpd(K) = 0, so pd(M=B) = 1.
Proposition 3.4. For every torsion-free R-module M; there exists a balanced-projective
resolution    ! Pk !    ! P1 ! P0 ! M ! 0 where Pi is a free R-module for all
i  1 and ker(P0 ! M) is a pure submodule of a free R-module.
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Proof. Starting with a basic submodule B of M , use the diagram (D) to construct
a balanced-projective resolution of M where the kernel K is isomorphic to a pure
submodule of the free R-module F . In view of Lemma 3.1, any free resolution of K is
balanced exact and gives rise to the desired balanced-projective resolution of M .
From Proposition 3.4, we obtain the following.
Proposition 3.5. Let M be a torsion-free R-module and n  1: Then bpd(M)  n if
and only if Bext n+1R (M; T ) = 0 for all torsion R-modules T.
Proof. It is clear that bpd(M)  n implies that Bext n+1R (M; T ) = 0 for any R-module
and, in particular, any torsion R-module T . For the converse, we shall use a deep
result, proved in [4], that an R-module K is free if and only if Ext1(K; T ) = 0 for all
torsion R-modules T . Consider the special balanced-projective resolution of M given
in Proposition 3.4 and let K = Im(Pn ! Pn−1). Then for any torsion R-module T ,
Bextn+1(M; T ) = Bext1(K; T )=Ext1(K; T ), by Lemma 3.1. So Bext n+1R (M; T )= 0 yields,
by [4], that K is free. This means that bpd(M)  n.
Proposition 3.6. Let n  1 and suppose M is a torsion-free R-module with bpd(M)=n
and rank(M) = @n−1: Then M is a balanced image of a completely decomposable
module of rank @n−1:
Proof. Let B be a basic submodule of M . From Theorem 3.3, we obtain that pd(M=B)=
n. Moreover, M=B has rank  @n−1, so it is @n−1-generated by [9, Chapter IV; Theo-
rem 5.1]. Then, in the diagram (D), taking F to have rank @n−1, we notice that P in
the top (balanced exact) row has rank @n−1; and M is the balanced image of P.
4. The n-balanced submodules and modules with nite bpd
In this section, we introduce the concept of an n-balanced submodule, where n is
an integer  0. Torsion-free modules with nite balanced-projective dimension over a
valuation domain R are characterized in terms of the existence of n-balanced chains.
A somewhat surprising consequence is that for a torsion-free R-module M , pd(M)  n
implies that bpd(M)  n. In particular, bpd(M)  pd(M) always holds. We also give
conditions under which a pure submodule A of a torsion-free R-module M will have
the same balanced-projective dimension as M .
Denition. Let D be an integral domain and n an integer  0. An exact sequence
of D-modules 0 ! A ! B −!C ! 0 is said to be n-balanced if, for any rank-1
module J which is not @n−1-generated, the induced map HomD(J; B) −!HomD(J; C)
is surjective. A submodule A of a D-module B is said to be n-balanced in B, if the
exact sequence 0! A i−!B ! B=A ! 0, where i is the inclusion map, is n-balanced.
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Proper class properties. The n-balanced short exact sequences of modules over an
integral domain D form a proper class in the sense of MacLane. Specically, suppose
C is a D-module and A, B are submodules of C with A  B:
(i) If A is n-balanced in B and B is n-balanced in C, then A is n-balanced in C.
(ii) If A and B=A are n-balanced respectively in C and C=A, then B is n-balanced
in C.
(iii) If B is n-balanced in C, then B=A is n-balanced in C=A.
(iv) If A is n-balanced in C, then A is n-balanced in B.
(v) If A is a direct summand of C, then A is n-balanced in C.
The proofs involve the routine diagram chase arguments and are omitted.
Since the n-balanced exact sequences form a proper class, the n-balanced extensions
of A by C form a subgroup nBext(C; A) of the group Ext1D(C; A) of all extensions of
A by C.
Suppose D = R is a valuation domain and the module C is torsion free. Then the
required conditions in the above denition of an n-balanced sequence can be somewhat
relaxed. Specically, in order to verify that for each  : J ! C there exists a  : J ! B
such that = (i.e., to verify that the induced  is surjective), we need only conne
ourselves to the case when the image (J ) is pure in C. This is because the lifting
map  : J ! B satisfying =  always exists when the image (J ) is not pure in C.
To see this, rst observe that (because R is a valuation domain) the pure submodule
h(J )i generated by (J ) in the torsion-free R-module C is uniserial and so for any
element a 2 h(J )i with a 62 (J ), we have (J )Ra ’ R. Clearly, there is a
 : Ra ! B is such that  is the identity on Ra. Then  =  : J ! B satises the
condition that  = . Also if we identify A with its image in B and consider A as a
submodule of B with C = B=A, then the n-balanced condition means that for any pure
submodule L of B containing A with L=A rank-1, A will be a direct summand of L
whenever L=A is not @n−1-generated. Thus we are lead to the following reformulation
of the above denition:
Over a valuation domain R; a submodule A of an R-module B with B=A torsion free
is n-balanced in B if and only if; for any rank-1 pure submodule L=A of B=A; either
A is a direct summand of L or L=A is @n−1-generated.
By [9, Chapter IV, Theorems 3:2 and 5:1], the last condition that L=A is @n−1-genera-
ted is equivalent to having pd(L=A)  n when R is a valuation domain.
For the convenience of the reader, recall [9] that the height ideal of an element a
in a torsion-free module M over a valuation domain R is dened as HM (a) = fq2Q :
qa2Mg. Thus, for r 6=0; r−12HM (a) exactly when a2 rM . Also note that HM (a) =
hai, the pure submodule generated by a in M .
One can also give an equivalent denition an n-balanced submodule using height
ideals when R is a valuation domain: A pure submodule A of a torsion-free R-module
B is n-balanced if and only if, for every element b + A 2 B=A whose height ideal
HB=A(b + A) is not @n−1-generated, there is an element a 2 A such that HB(b + a) =
HB=A(b+ A).
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Observe that the 0-balanced submodules are just the balanced submodules. In [10]
1-balanced submodules are called pseudo-balanced.
Examples. It was shown in [9] that every pure submodule of an @n−1-generated
torsion-free module over a valuation domain R is again @n−1-generated. It is then clear
that, in an @n−1-generated torsion-free R-module, every pure submodule is n-balanced.
Moreover, any balanced (more generally, any (n−1)-balanced) submodule of a torsion-
free module is trivially n-balanced. To see an example of an n-balanced submodule
which is not (n − 1)-balanced, take J to be an ideal of a valuation domain R with a
minimal generating set of cardinality @n−1 for some n  1 and write J =F=K where F
is a free R-module. Clearly K is n-balanced in F . Now K cannot be a direct sumand
of F . Hence it is not (n− 1)-balanced and, in particular, not balanced in F .
From this point onwards, R will denote a valuation domain.
The next proposition gives a criterion for a pure submodule to be n-balanced.
A useful observation is that if 0! K ! B  C −!M ! 0 is relative a balanced-
projective resolution of a torsion-free R-module M with respect to a pure submodule
B where  acts as the identity map on B, then the kernel K is isomorphic to a
pure submodule of C. To see this, rst observe, after regarding K as a submodule of
B  C, that K \ B = 0 and that we can regard (B  C)=K = M . Moreover if K is
the image of K under the coordinate projection of B  C ! C with kernel B, then
K = K; B K = B K and C=K = (B C)=(B K) = (B C)=(B K) = M=B.
As M=B is torsion free, K is pure in C.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose B is a pure submodule of a torsion-free R-module M with
M=B having rank one and n is an integer  1. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) B is n-balanced in M ;
(b) There exists a relative balanced-projective resolution 0! K ! BC ’−!M ! 0
of M with respect to B where pd(K)  n−1; C is completely decomposable and
C is free whenever B is not a direct summand of M:
(c) In one (therefore; every) relative balanced-projective resolution 0 ! K 0 ! B 
C0 ! M ! 0 with C0 completely decomposable; we have bpd(K 0)  n− 1.
Proof. (a)) (b): Suppose B is n-balanced in M . If B is not a direct summand, then B
is pure-essential in M as M=B is of rank one. Also pd(M=B)  n by our hypothesis and
the remarks following the reformulated denition of n-balanced submodules over a val-
uation domain. With this choice of B, consider the pull-back diagram (D) of Section 3.
The bottom row is a free resolution of M=B with F being free and so, by Lemma 3.1,
bpd(K) = pd(K)  n − 1. Also, by Lemma 3.2, the top row is balanced exact with
P = B  F and, by the pull-back construction, the map P ! M is the inclusion
map on B. Hence the exact sequence 0 ! K ! P = B  F ! M ! 0 is a relative
balanced-projective resolution for M satisfying the stated properties. On the other hand,
if B is a direct summand of M , say M =BD, with D having rank 1, then again we
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could get a similar realtive balanced-projective resolution by taking C =D and K = 0
where trivially pd(K)  n− 1.
(b) ) (c): Suppose there exists a relative balanced-projective resolution 0 ! K !
BC ’−!M ! 0 with pd(K)  n− 1 where C is a free R-module whenever B is not
a direct summand of M . Since K is isomorphic to a pure submodule of a free module,
Lemma 3.1 implies that bpd(K)  n− 1. If 0! K 0 ! B C0 ’
0
−!M ! 0 is another
relative balanced-projective resolution of M , where C0 is completely decomposable and
’0 acts as the identity on B, then the balanced version of Schanuel’s lemma implies
that B  C  K 0 = B  C0  K . Since both the maps ’ and ’0 are identity on B, we
conclude that C  K 0 = C0  K . Then bpd(K 0) = bpd(K)  n− 1.
(c)) (a): Let 0! L ! BC ’−!M ! 0 be an arbitrary relative balanced-projective
resolution of M relative to B where C is completely decomposable, ’ acts as the iden-
tity on B and bpd(L)  n − 1. We shall regard L as a submodule of B  C and
M = (B  C)=L. From the denition of ’ it is clear that L \ B = 0. If L is the
image of L under the coordinate projection B  C ! C with kernel B, then from
the remarks preceding Proposition 4.1, L = L; B  L = B  L; L is pure in C
and C=L = M=B. Suppose B is not a direct summand of M . Since M=B is of rank
1; B must be pure-essential in M . This implies that L is pure-essential in C. In the
pull-back diagram (D), replace M by C and B by L. Since C is completely decom-
posable, the top row of the diagram (D) splits and so K  C = P = L  F . Clearly
bpd(K)=bpd(L)  n−1. Then pd(C=L)=1+pd(K)=1+bpd(K)=1+bpd(L)  n.
Since M=B = C=L, we conclude that B is n-balanced in M .
Before we give the next denition, we wish to recall that an ascending chain of mod-
ules A0<   <A <A+1<    ; < is said to be smooth if for all limit ordinals
  ; A =
S
< A.
Denition. Let A be a pure submodule of a torsion-free R-module M and n  0.
An n-balanced chain from A to M is a smooth well-ordered ascending chain of pure
submodules




where  is some xed ordinal and, for each <; A is n-balanced in A+1 and
A+1=A has rank one. If A = 0, the above chain is then called an n-balanced chain
for M .
Observe that if there is a 0-balanced chain from A to M , then A is simply a direct
summand of M whose complementary summand is completely decomposable.
The existence of n-balanced chains is considered next.
Theorem 4.2. The following are equivalent for a pure submodule A of a torsion-free
R-module M and an integer n  1:
(i) There is an n-balanced chain from A to M .
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(ii) There exists a relative balanced-projective resolution 0! K ! AC ! M ! 0;
with C completely decomposable and pd(K)  n− 1.
(iii) In one (therefore; every) relative balanced-projective resolution 0 ! K 0 ! A 
C0 ! M ! 0 with C0 completely decomposable; we have bpd(K 0) n− 1.
Proof. (i) ) (ii): Suppose




is an n-balanced chain from A to M . By transnite induction on , we shall construct
a relative balanced-projective resolution of M with respect to A having the properties
stated in (ii).
Since A is n-balanced in A1, we appeal to Proposition 4.1(b) to obtain a relative
balanced-projective resolution 0 ! K1 ! A  C1 ! A1 1−! 0 where C1 is completely
decomposable, 1 acts as identity on A and pd(K1)  n−1. Suppose, for some   1,
we have built a relative balanced-projective resolution 0 ! K ! A  C ’−!A ! 0
where C is completely decomposable, ’ acts as the identity map on A. Since A is
n-balanced in A+1, use Proposition 4.1 to form a relative balanced-projective resolution
0 ! L ! A  C0  −!A+1 ! 0 where C0 is completely decomposable,  acts as
identity on A and either L=0 and C0 = A+1=A, if A is a direct summand of A+1,
or pd(L)  n−1 otherwise. We then obtain a relative balanced-projective resolution
0! K+1 ! AC+1 ’+1−!A+1 ! 0, where C+1 =CC0 and ’+1 is the composite
map A C  C0 ’1−! A  C0  −!A+1. Now K+1 = ()−1(ker  ) = (  1)−1(L).
Consequently, K+1 ts into the exact sequence 0 ! K ! K+1 ! L ! 0 so that
pd(K+1=K) = pd(L)  n − 1. If  is a limit ordinal <, dene 0 ! K ! A 
C
’−!A ! 0 as the direct limit of the relative balanced-projective resolutions dened
for A for all <. Clearly C is completely decomposable and ’ acts as identity
on A and the sequence is balanced exact since A is pure in A+1 for each <.
Proceeding this way, we obtain a direct system of balanced exact sequences. Forming
their direct limit and using the fact that each A is pure in A+1, we obtain a balanced
exact sequence 0 ! K ! A  C ’−!M ! 0 where C is completely decomposable,
’ acts as identity on A so that this is indeed a relative balanced-projective resolution
of M with respect to A. Now K can be identied with the union
S
< K. Since, by
construction, pd(K+1=K)  n− 1 for all <, Auslander’s Lemma [9, Chapter IV]
yields that pd(K)  n− 1.
(ii) ) (iii): The proof is the same as that of (b))(c) in Proposition 4.1.
(iii) ) (i): Suppose there is a balanced-projective resolution 0 ! L ! A  C !
M ! 0 where C is completely decomposable and bpd(L)  n−1. As was done in the
proof of Proposition 4.1, we regard L as a submodule of A C satisfying L \ A= 0.
If L0 is the image of L under the coordinate projection A  C ! C, then L0 = L;
A  L0 = A  L. By a simple application of Zorn’s lemma, we can nd a completely
decomposable submodule D of C so that L0D=B0 is pure-essential in C. Evidently,
bpd(B0)  n− 1. Consider the special pull-back diagram (D) of Section 3 with C and
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B0 replacing M and B, respectively. Since C is completely decomposable, the top row
(which is a balanced exact sequence) in (D) splits so that P = B0F = K C. Since
K is a pure submodule of the free R-module F; pd(K) = bpd(K) = bpd(B0)  n− 1.
Also F=K = C=B0 so that pd(C=B0)  n. By [9, Chapter IV, Corollary 5.2], M=A
(being isomorphic to C=B0) is the union
S
< N=A of a smooth ascending chain of
pure submodules N=A such that for each <; (N+1=A)=(N=A) has rank 1 and has
pd  n, whence is @n−1-generated. Then A=N0<   <N <   <N=M is clearly
an n-balanced chain from A to M .
Taking A=0 in Theorem 4.2, we obtain the following characterization of a torsion-
free R-module M with bpd  n, where the case n  1 follows from Theorem 4.2 while,
when n = 0; M is completely decomposable, its direct summands can be arranged to
form a 0-balanced chain and, for convenience of notation, we write pd(K)  −1 to
denote that K = 0:
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a torsion-free R-module and n an integer  0. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) bpd(M)  n;
(ii) M has an n-balanced chain;
(iii) there exists a balanced exact sequence 0 ! K ! C ! M ! 0 where C is
completely decomposable and pd(K)  n− 1.
Corollary. Let M be a torsion-free R-module with bpd(M)  n for some n  0. If
M is a pure submodule of a torsion-free Rmodule N; then bpd(N )  n if (a) there is
an n-balanced chain from M to N or if (b) N=M is @n−1-generated.
Remark. Suppose bpd(M)  n so that, by Theorem 4.3, M has an n-balanced chain
0=A0<   <A <A+1<    ; <. Now each member A in the n-balanced chain
satises the hypothesis of Theorem 4.3 and so bpd(A)  n. Moreover, A=A, for
<  , and, in particular, M=A all have bpd  n for the same reason. Suppose
further the rank of M is an uncountable regular cardinal . Then the above n-balanced
chain is actually a -ltration since, for each <; A will have rank <. If M =S
< B is any other -ltration of the torsion-free R-module M consisting of pure
submodules B, then the usual back-and-forth argument [3, p. 26] implies that there
is a closed and unbounded subset C of  such that B = A for all  2 C. Hence
both B and B=B have bpd  n, for all ;  in C with   . This provides the
balanced-version of the converse of the classical Auslander lemma done by Eklof [3].
For an alternative proof of the preceding statement using a dierent approach see [8].
A noteworthy consequence of Theorem 4.3 is the following theorem which is of
independent interest.
Theorem 4.4. Let M be a torsion-free R-module and n  0. If pd(M) = n; then
bpd(M)  n. In particular; bpd(M)  pd(M) for every torsion-free R-module M .
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Proof. If pd(M) = 0; M is free and clearly bpd(M) = 0. Suppose pd(M) = n  1.
By [9, Chapter IV, Corollary 5.2], M is the union of a smooth ascending chain of
pure submodules 0 = M0<   <M <M+1<   <M = M where  is a suitable
ordinal and, for each <; M+1=M has rank one and is @n−1-generated. This chain
is clearly n-balanced. Hence, by Theorem 4.3, bpd(M)  n. If pd(M) = 1, then
trivially bpd(M)  pd(M). Thus bpd(M)  pd(M) always holds.
Corollary. If a torsion-free R-module M can be generated by @n elements; then
bpd(M)  n+ 1.
Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.4 and the result (see [9, Chapter IV, Proposition 3.2])
that pd(M)  n+ 1.
Remark. The reverse implication of Theorem 4.4 is false, i.e., pd(M)  bpd(M) need
not hold for a torsion-free R-module M . If J is an ideal of a valuation domain with
a minimal generating set of cardinality @1, then bpd(J ) = 0 since J has rank one, but
pd(J ) = 2, by Osofsky’s Theorem (see [7, Chapter IV, Theorem 2.2]).
Suppose M is a torsion-free R-module with bpd(M) = n for some integer n  0.
Theorem 4.2 enables us to obtain conditions under which a pure submodule A of M
will have bpd  n. The following theorem points out a curious property that if a
torsion-free A with bpd = n is a pure submodule of another torsion-free M with the
same bpd , then there is an (n+1)-balanced chain from A to M each member of which
has bpd = n.
Theorem 4.5. Suppose n  0 and A is a pure submodule of a torsion-free R-module
M with bpd(M)  n. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) bpd(A)  n;
(ii) there exists an (n+ 1)-balanced chain from A to M;
(iii) there exists a smooth ascending chain of pure submodules A = A0<   <A
<   <A =M; where; for each <; bpd(A)  n and A+1=A has rank one.
Moreover; for n  1; if bpd(A)  n−1 (and bpd(M)  n); then there is an n-balanced
chain from A to M .
Proof. (i) , (ii): Consider a relative balanced-projective resolution 0 ! K ! A 
C ! M ! 0, where C is completely decomposable. Since bpd(M)  n; bpd(A) =
bpd(A  C)  n if and only if bpd(K)  n. By Theorem 4.2, bpd(K)  n exactly
when there is an (n+ 1)-balanced chain from A to M .
(ii) ) (iii): Now each member of the chain in (ii) satises the same hypothesis as
A and so, by the equivalence of (i) and (ii), its balanced-projective dimension is at
most n. Hence (ii) implies (iii).
(iii) ) (i): Obvious, since bpd(A)  n for every  and particular for = 0.
To justify the last statement of Theorem 4.5, observe that, in the relative balanced-
projective resolution mentioned in the rst paragraph of the proof, bpd(A)  n − 1
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implies that bpd(K)  n− 1, from the consideration of the Bextn sequence. An appeal
to Theorem 4.2 then yields the needed n-balanced chain from A to M .
As an application, we have the following result on unions of chains of pure sub-
modules.
Proposition 4.6. Let  be an arbitrary innite cardinal and n an integer  0. Let M
be the union of a smooth ascending chain of pure submodules 0=A0<   <A <   
<A =
S
< A =M . If; for each <; bpd(A)  n; then bpd(M)  n+ 1.
Proof. By Theorem 4.5, there is, for each <, an (n + 1)-balanced chain from A
to A+1. These chains provide an (n + 1)-balanced chain for M . By Theorem 4.3,
bpd(M)  n+ 1.
Remark: After this paper was written, we learnt from Professor L. Fuchs that the
above Proposition has also been proved in [2] using dierent methods.
Another consequence of Theorem 4.5 is
Proposition 4.7. (i) Let A be a pure submodule of a completely decomposable R-
module C. If rank(A) = @n; then bpd(A)  n and there is an (n+ 1)-balanced chain
from A to C.
(ii) Suppose n  1; M is a torsion-free R-module with bpd(M)  n and A is a pure
submodule of M . If M has rank  @n−1; then bpd(A)  n for any pure submodule A
of M . Moreover; there is an n-balanced chain from A to M .
Proof. (i) By induction on n. Any countable rank pure submodule of C is completely
decomposable by [9, Chapter XIV, Theorem 2.2] and so the result holds when n=0. Let
n> 0 and assume that the statement holds for pure submodules of rank @k with k <n.
Write A as the union of a smooth ascending chain of pure submodules fA: <!ng
where each A has rank @n−1 and hence bpd(A)  n − 1 by induction hypothesis.
Using Theorem 4.5, obtain an n-balanced chain from A to A+1 for each <!n.
Clearly A then admits an n-balanced chain and hence, by Theorem 4.3, bpd(A)  n.
The second claim follows from Theorem 4.5.
(ii) By Proposition 3.6, M = P=K where P is a completely decomposable R-module
of rank  @n−1 and K is balanced in P so that bpd(K)  n− 1. Any pure submodule
A of M is then of the form A= L=K for some pure submodule L of P containing K .
By Part (i) above, bpd(L)  n − 1 and there is an n-balanced chain from L to P.
Since K is balanced, this gives rise to an n-balanced chain from A to M . Moreover,
bpd(A)  n by applying the functor Bext n+1R (−; T ) to the balanced exact sequence
0! K ! L ! A ! 0.
Remark. A strengthened version of Proposition 4.7(ii) is proved in the next section
(Proposition 5.7).
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Some of our theorems on modules with nte bpd lead to new results on modules
with nite projective dimension. We point out two such results.:
Suppose M is a torsion-free R-module with projective dimension n and A is a pure
submodule of M . If there is an n-balanced chain from A to M , then, when n  1,
Theorem 4.2(ii) yields a relative balanced-projective resolution 0 ! K ! A  C !
M ! 0 where pd(K)  n − 1 and so pd(A  C)  n. This implies that pd(A)  n.
On the other hand, when n=0, the existence of a 0-balanced (= balanced) chain from
A to M implies that A is a direct summand of M and so both A and M will have the
same projective as well as the same balanced-projective dimensions. Thus we obtain
the following result:
Proposition 4.8. Suppose M is a torsion-free R-module and there is a n-balanced
chain from a pure submodule A to M . If pd(M)  n; then pd(A)  n. If bpd(M)  n;
then bpd(A)  n.
Fuchs and Salce [9] inquire about the conditions under which a pure submodule of
a free R-module is again free. Specialization of our Theorem 4.5 to free R-modules
provides an answer as indicated below:
Theorem 4.9. Let A be a pure submodule of a free R-module F . Then A is free if
and only if there is a smooth ascending chain of pure submodules
A= A0<   <A <A+1<   <A = F
where  is a suitable ordinal; A is free for each > 0 and A+1=A is countably
generated for each   0.
Remark. (i) Observe that the conditions of Theorem 4.9 are sharper than the conditions
of Theorem 4.5(iii) since we require that A is free only for > 0. Moreover, to prove
the \if" part, we need only to assume that A1=A0 is countably generated.
(ii) Statements analogous to Theorem 4.9 can be established for torsion-free modules
with pd  n.
5. @n-families
Let R denote a valuation domain. Fuchs and Bazzoni (see [9]) showed that an
R-module with nite projective dimension has a \tight system" of submodules. In
this section, we show that torsion-free modules with balanced-projective dimension n
possess anologous special families consisting of n-balanced submodules. These fam-
ilies indicate how torsion-free modules with large rank and nite bpd are built up
of n-balanced submodules having the same bpd but with smaller rank bringing out
the richness of the internal structure of such modules. We also show that if M is a
torsion-free R-module with bpd  n, then every pure submodule A of rank  @n−1 in
M also has bpd  n and, moreover, there is an n-balanced chain from A to M .
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If M is a torsion-free R-module with bpd(M)=0, then M is completely decomposable
and the structure of M is known [9]. So, in this section, we only consider the case
when n= bpd(M) is an integer  1.
Denition. Let n be an integer  1. A family I of pure submodules of a torsion-free
R-module M is said to be an @n-family if it satises the following conditions: (i)
0; M 2 I ; (ii) Pi2I Ni 2 I , if Ni 2 I , for each i 2 I ; (iii) For any A 2 I and any
subset X of M of cardinality <@n, there exists a B 2 I such that A[X B and B=A
has rank <@n.
In the presence of conditions (i) and (ii), condition (iii) of the above denition is
equivalent to
(iii) Every subset of M of cardinality  @n−1 is contained in a B 2 I with rank
B  @n−1.
Remark. The concept of an @n-family is an adaptation of the concept of an axiom-3
family introduced and eectively utilized by Paul Hill in his investigation of several
important classes of abelian groups such as the innite rank Butler groups [1].
We are now ready for the main theorem of this section.
Theorem 5.1. Let M be a torsion-free R-module and n an integer  1. Then bpd(M)
 n if and only if M has an @n-family I of n-balanced submodules and every pure
submodule of rank  @n−1 is n-balanced in M . Moreover; for any A in the family
I ; both A and M=A have bpd  n.
Proof. Suciency: Suppose M has an @n-family I of n-balanced submodules. Then
starting with 0 and using the conditions (ii) and (iii) of the @n-family I , we can easily
build a smooth ascending chain of n-balanced submodules 0=A0<   <A <A+1<
  <A=
S
< A=M , where, for each <; A 2 I and A+1=A+B, where B 2
I and has rank  @n−1. By hypothesis, every pure submodule of B is n-balanced in M
and so there is an n-balanced chain from B\A to B. Using the natural isomorphism
between (A + B)=A and B=(B \ A), we then obtain an n-balanced chain from A
to A+1. These chains between A and A+1 for various  give rise to an n-balanced
chain for M . By Theorem 4.3, we therefore conclude that bpd(M)  n.
Necessity: Suppose bpd(M)  n. By Theorem 4.3, M has an n-balanced chain
0 = H0<   <H <H+1<   <H =
S
< H = M where, for each <; H is
n-balanced in H+1 and H+1=H has rank one. By denition, either H is a direct sum-
mand of H+1 or H+1=H is @n−1-generated. This means that, for each ; H+1=H+
B where either B has rank one (in which case H \B=0) or B is @n−1-generated.
Using this xed chain of submodules fH: <g and following the ideas that
P. Hill eectively used in constructing axiom-3 families of abelian groups (see [1],
for example), we wish to build an @n-family.
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As did Hill, we call a subset S of the ordinal  closed if, for each  2 S, we have
H \ B
PfB:  2 S; <g.
Note that if H+1=HB with B rank-1, then fg is a closed set (since H\B=0).
For each closed set S, dene
M (S) =
X
fB:  2 Sg:
Note that M (S) has rank  jSj @n−1. Our aim is to show that the submodules M (S)
for various closed subsets S of  form an @n-family for M . This is done by establishing
a series of lemmas the rst two of which follow from Lemma 5.4 and 5:5 of [1].
Lemma 5.2. For any closed set S; M (S) is a pure submodule of M .
Lemma 5.3. The union of any number of closed subsets of  is again a closed set.
We now prove a crucial lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Every nite subset of  is contained in a closed subset of cardinality
 @n−1.
Proof. Our proof is modelled after [6]. Let X be a nite subset of . We prove our
claim by induction on the maximal member of X . If this maximum is 0, then trivially
f0g is closed. Suppose > 0 is the largest ordinal in X and assume that our result
holds for nite subsets whose maximal member is <. In view of Lemma 5.3, it is
enough to show that fg is contained in a closed set of cardinality  @n−1. Since H
is n-balanced in H+1, either H \B=0 (in which case fg is trivially closed) or B
is @n−1-generated. In the latter case, H \ B will have rank  @n−1 with a maximal
independent subset fx: <!n−1g. Now each x is in a nite sum B1 +  +Bk with
j < for all j. By our inductive hypothesis, 1 ; : : : ; k are all contained in a closed
subset S of cardinality  @n−1. Plainly x 2 M (S). By Lemma 5.3, S 0 =
S
<!n−1 S
is a closed subset of cardinality  @n−1 and M (S 0) contains all the x’s. We claim that
S = S 0 [ fg is closed. As S 0 is closed, it is enough to check the denition for . By
Lemma 5.2, M (S 0) is a pure submodule of M and, since M (S 0) contains a maximal
independent subset of H \ B, H \ BM (S 0). Thus S is the needed closed set of
cardinality  @n−1 containing .
Lemma 5.5. The family I = fM (S): S closed subset of g is an @n-family for M .
Proof. Observe that the empty set is closed. So 0 2 I . Also M 2 I by Lemmas 5.4,
5.3 and 5.2. Let fM (Si): i 2 Ig be a collection of members of I indexed by a set
I . By Lemma 5.3, S =
S
i2I Si is closed and
P
i2I M (Si) =M (
S
i2I Si) =M (S) 2 I .
Finally, let M (S) 2 I and X be a subset of cardinality  @n−1. By Lemma 5.4,
X M (S 0) for some closed subset S 0 of cardinality  @n−1. Note that M (S 0) is a pure
submodule of rank  @n−1. Then M (S) [ X M (S) + M (S 0) = M (S [ S 0) 2 I and
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M (S [ S 0)=M (S) = (M (S) +M (S 0))=M (S) = M (S 0)=(M (S)\M (S 0)) has rank  @n−1.
Hence I is an @n-family for M .
To complete the proof of Theorem 5.1, we need to show that any pure submodule
of rank  @n−1 and also M (S), for any closed set S, are all n-balanced in M and
that both M (S) and M=M (S) have bpd  n. We rst establish a slightly a stronger
statement.
Proposition 5.6. For any closed set S; there is an n-balanced chain from M (S) to M
and bpd(M (S))  n.
Proof. Using the conditions (ii) and (iii) of the @n-family I of Lemma 5.5, construct
a smooth ascending chain of pure submodules M0=M (S)<M1<   <M <   <M
=M where, for each <; M=M (S) 2 I , for a suitable closed set S and M+1 =
M+M (C), with C a closed set of cardinality  @n−1. So our assertion would follow
from Proposition 4.8 if we show that for any closed set C of cardinality  @n−1, there
is an n-balanced chain from M (S) to M (S) +M (C) =M (S [ C).
Let T denote the set of all the  2 CnS for which H+1 = H  B, with B
rank-1 and B*M (S). Now fg is closed for every  2 T and so, by Lemma 5.3,
every subset of T is closed. We claim that M (S[T ) = M (S)  Y , where Y is com-
pletely decomposable. To see this, we build an ascending chain of pure submodules
M (S) = L0<L1<   <L <    as follows: Let > 0 and assume that L has been
chosen for all <. If  =  + 1 and L 6= M (S [ T ), select the smallest ordi-
nal  = ()2T for which B()*L and then dene L+1 = L  B (). If  is a
limit ordinal, simply take L as the union of all the preceding L’s. Proceeding like
this we obtain the desired decomposition M (S[T ) = M (S) L< B () for some
. Now, for each 2Cn(S[T ); B is @n−1-generated and so M (S[C)=M (S[T ) be-
comes an @n−1-generated torsion-free R-module. Since its pure submodules are also
@n−1-generated, it is easy to build an n-balanced chain from M (S[T ) to M (S[C).
This obviously extends to an n-balanced chain from M (S) to M (S [ C).
Starting with S = , the empty set, the above process will construct an n-balanced
chain for M (X ), for any closed subset X of  and hence, by Theorem 4.3,
bpd(M (X ))  n.
To nish o the proof of Theorem 5.1, let A be a pure submodule of rank  @n−1.
By Lemma 5.4, AM (C) for some closed subset C of cardinality  @n−1. Since
bpd(M (C))  n and rank(M (C))  @n−1, Proposition 4.7 yields that bpd(A)  n and
that there is an n-balanced chain from A to M (C). Also observe that, for any closed
set S; M=M (S) inherits an @n-family of n-balanced submodules from I in the obvious
manner and so bpd(M=M (S))  n. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.
The statements about the submodule A in the last paragraph together with Proposition
5.6 yield the following proposition which is an improvement of Proposition 4.7.
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Proposition 5.7. Let M be a torsion-free R-module with bpd(M)  n and A a pure
submodule of rank  @n−1. Then bpd(A)  n and A is a member of an n-balanced
chain for M .
Remark. The @n-family I constructed in Theorem 5.1 for an R-module M with bpd=
n, is the balanced version of a \tight system" as introduced in [9]. A tight sytem R
is similar to an @n-family I whose condition (ii) is weakened by requiring that R is
closed with respect to taking the unions of ascending chains (instead of closure under
module sums) and that in the condition (iii) of I ; B=A has a generating subset of
cardinality <@n instead of having rank <@n.
Summarizing, we give below the dierent characterizations of a torsion-free R-module
whose balanced-projective dimension is nite.
Theorem 5.8. Let M be a torsion-free R-module and n an integer  1. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) bpd(M)  n;
(ii) Bextn+1R (M; T ) = 0 for all torsion R-modules T ;
(iii) pd(M=B)  n for any basic submodule B of M ;
(iv) There exists a balanced exact sequence 0 ! K ! C ! M ! 0 where C is
completely decomposable and pd(K)  n− 1;
(v) M has an n-balanced chain;
(vi) M has an @n-family of n-balanced submodules and every pure submodule of M
of rank  @n−1 is n-balanced in M .
A torsion-free R-module M is said to be a Butler module if Bext1(M; T ) = 0 for
all torsion R-modules T . The authors anticipate that the existence of an @n-family
of n-balanced submodules in a module with nite bpd will be useful in settling the
conjecture that a Butler R-module M with nite bpd is completely decomposable. Using
this approach, the conjecture has been veried for bpd(M)  1 in [11].
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